INTRODUCTION	liii
Holland, and in the eighteenth France.    The first, Spain,
was formerly one of the props of the English commercial
system, since she controlled or influenced the chief European
markets for cloth ;   yet she was also the buttress of the
Counter-Reformation, and this—together with her claim to
appropriate the wealth harvested in South America, into
which " no other man ought to thrust his sickle "—produced
a state of tension and then open war which was detrimental
to trade.    The restoration of peace under James I., although
unpopular with his subjects, brought with it a resumption of
intercourse ;   but  inasmuch  as the  precious metals were
ceasing to be an effective influence Spain receded into the
background.    Her place was taken by Holland.    The latter
was linked with England by close religious ties, and they
shared a common aspiration in stemming the advance of
the Counter-Reformation.    Moreover Holland, the pattern
of the nations, was constantly held up as a model to the
English people, and no other country has exercised a more
profound influence on their economic development.    Never-
theless these considerations did not prevent a succession of
wars, for they were overridden by jealousies.    The interests
of the two states were everywhere in conflict.    They were
competitors in northern and south-eastern Europe, in the
East Indies, in America and in Africa ;  the wealth garnered
by the Dutch from fishing off the English coasts was a per-
petual irritant;   and the tariffs which they laid on English
cloth in order to protect their own textile industry nourished
the embittered feeling.    The antagonism fostered by these
grievances was reinforced when Holland seized the oppor-
tunity furnished by the Civil War to establish an undisputed
ascendancy in the world's carrying trade, and it bore fruit
in the Acts of Navigation and the three Dutch Wars.    In
the eighteenth century the French supplanted the Dutch in
public estimation as ' our greatest and most dangerous rivals
in trade '.    Economic friction served to sharpen the edge of
the national animosities which drew England and France
apart, thus providing a conspicuous example of the inter-
action of politics and economics.    The nature of the traffic,
it was declared, enriched France " whose power England

